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Chapter 8 

Socio-cultural Perspectives on the  

People’s Republic of China 
 

The topic of Western socio-cultural perspectives on the PRC is so vast that it is 

necessary to limit the scope of discussion. In this chapter the focus is on just a few 

aspects of perennial interest, especially the family, women and religion. For the most 

recent period a couple of socio-cultural issues are considered that are not relevant to 

the earlier years of the PRC, including such important matters as the Internet and ‘soft 

power’. The Chinese state classifies all Muslims as among ten ethnic minorities, and 

one particular form of Buddhism as characteristic of the Tibetans. For these reasons, 

religion will come back to the discussion in the chapter on perspectives on ethnic 

minorities. The sources of images are similar to those in earlier chapters, but with 

more appeal to film, itself a cultural form. 

Western socio-cultural perspectives on the PRC are very mixed. They depend on 

time, the Kissinger-Nixon visits and the reform period being dividing points. And 

they vary according to type, with perspectives on religion being much harsher than 

those of women. A major general factor in the formulation of socio-cultural images is 

the culture of the West itself, and especially that of the dominant country, the United 

States.  

An example illustrating the point is religion. The United States was to a large 

extent built on aspirations towards religious freedom, which remains extremely 

important in its self-imagination and in its culture. So judgements and perspectives on 

religion in other countries show the imprint of American attitudes on this issue. Of 

course there are variations among denominations and ideological points of view, 

countries and eras, but it is a valid generalization that Western perspectives on 

religion in the PRC show the heavy influence of the Western desire for universal 

freedom of religion. 

In Chapter 3, I noted the influence of the trade unions in many of the Western 

countries. Of course independent trade unions exist also in the United States, but they 

exert considerably less impact on social thinking in general than in Britain, France or 

Australia. On the other hand, there were progressive social movements in the United 
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States from the 1960s on that influenced all Western countries or at least went hand-

in-hand with similar movements elsewhere. The Civil Rights Movement was initially 

a specifically American phenomenon, while protest against the Vietnam War spawned 

progressive thinking and images in many realms, including attitudes to spirituality, 

family and women.  

 

Socio-cultural Perspectives to the Late 1970s 

 

Family and women, including personal impressions 

 

The mainstream Western image of Chinese family life to the 1970s was related to the 

lack of individualism discussed in Chapter 3, summed up in the insulting and unfair 

phrase ‘blue ants’. It meant that families were totally dependent on the state and 

forced to live apart, children were encouraged to report on their parents to the 

authorities, students to criticize their teachers. Small children were compelled to live 

in kindergartens in order to be under state and not parental control. The Chinese may 

once have been as family-centred as any people, but with the loss of individuality 

imposed by Mao and his CCP, it was an important Western image that family life had 

been more or less destroyed. 

As for women, the dominant pattern in the United States and most other Western 

countries in the 1950s and into later decades was that consumption was what 

mattered. A family should own. Men were the primary bread-winners, but women 

were the main buyers, the ones who upheld the status of the family as better and 

bigger consumers than their neighbours. Measured against this pattern, the image of 

China, where women laboured and were strongly discouraged from being merely 

consumers, was a negative one indeed. 

There were more positive images as well. Most Westerners supported the criticism 

of arranged marriages, which was enshrined in the Marriage Law of 1950. A senior 

Christian cleric was an early admirer of the deep-seated moral regeneration that ‘lay 

at the root of all China’s great successes’,1 such as the liberation of women and 

elimination of prostitution. Left-wing writers put much more focus than conservative 

counterparts on matters like the striving for gender equality and Mao Zedong’s slogan 
                                                 
1 Hewlett Johnson, China’s New Creative Age (Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1953), p. 175. Johnson 
was the Anglican Dean of Canterbury. 
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that ‘women hold up half the sky’, even while admitting a certain austerity and 

asexuality in the way it was implemented. For some this austerity was a positive 

image because it symbolized the lack of consumerism among Chinese women. 

Belonging to the work-force brought woman not oppression but the opportunity for 

independence and ‘human dignity’, as the famous feminist Simone de Beauvoir 

(1908–86) wrote after a 1955 visit to China.2  

The more positive perspectives got stronger from the early 1970s. Westerners 

became more aware of social trends in China following the Kissinger-Nixon visits. 

More journalists and scholars, especially among the young, were prepared to accept 

and approve the slogan that women held up half the sky. Edgar Snow was among 

many to comment on the lack of commercialized sex and pornography as compared 

with the West. His conclusion: ‘China is, as some wit has remarked before me, a 

veritable sink of morality’.3  

These images were very much in line with the new feminist wave that 

accompanied the general yearning for a more equal society at the time. Gender 

equality got far more emphasis in Western societies. Women were beginning to 

expect to take on jobs equally with men, and to demand kindergartens to help look 

after children. The improvement of images had as much to do with change of attitudes 

and practices in the West as with conditions in China. 

From living in China from 1964 to 1966 I was able to gain a few impressions of 

family life and the status of women. My wife Alyce had our first child Stephen in 

Beijing and, following the standard pattern in urban China, she got 56 days off on full 

pay after the birth. During the working week, Stephen was looked after during the day 

by a nurse or ayi Comrade Wang, who also had four children of her own, this being 

well before the days of the one-child-per-couple policy. Alyce and I were certainly 

treated equally, getting the same salary and enjoying the same status as ‘foreign 

experts’. Comrade Wang’s treatment of Stephen was certainly exemplary. 

According to the Beijing Foreign Languages Institute’s policy, most of our 

students in those days were men, a situation that has changed radically since then. 

However, my female colleagues and students appeared to me to be just as 

professionally and politically involved as their male counterparts, and as supportive of 

                                                 
2 Simone de Beauvoir, La longue marche, Essai sur la Chine (Gallimard, Paris, 1957), p. 159. 
3 Edgar Snow, China’s Long Revolution (Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1974 ed.), p. 32. 
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Mao and the order over which he presided. And if people had reservations about the 

slogan of women holding up half the sky, they certainly were not saying so.  

I had quite a few misgivings about the way family life operated in Beijing, 

including in the Institute where I worked. For instance, about one in five of my 

colleagues there were living away from their families and saw them only for a couple 

of weeks each year. In some factories and other units I was taken to visit, 

kindergartens looked after children on a live-in basis, their parents seeing their 

children only during weekends, which in those days usually meant just Sundays. 

However, I recall vividly that preconceptions like breakdown of family life turned 

out to be exaggerated or totally unfounded. By the time I left China in 1966 as the 

Cultural Revolution was breaking out, I had come to the conclusion that the more 

formalized patterns of traditional family life were weakening. However, I also thought 

it ‘hard to foresee a time when it [family life] will not play an important role in 

Chinese society’.4 Rereading these words after nearly half a century, they seem 

blindingly obvious. But in the atmosphere of images in the West and extreme 

revolutionary trends prevailing in China itself, I remember feeling that this was a 

sensitive matter and that I needed to choose my words carefully.  

 

Religion, including some personal impressions 

 

Western perspectives on religion in China focused on Christianity and were 

overwhelmingly negative. From 1949 there were several conflicts between 

Christianity and the CCP that made it very difficult for the West to be generally other 

than hostile to the new PRC. Of course there was the fact that the CCP was overtly 

atheist. But there were major political factors as well. 

The PRC government regarded Christians and foreign missionaries as likely 

agents for Western imperialism. When the Korean War broke in June 1950, this 

feeling strengthened, especially after Chinese troops became involved in October. 

Some Westerners, especially missionaries, were arrested and charged with being spies 

for the US imperialists. Though only a year old, the new China had troops on one side 

in Korea, while the United States, Britain and a raft of other countries were fighting 

on the other.  
                                                 
4 Colin Mackerras and Neale Hunter, China Observed, 1964/1967 (Nelson, Melbourne; Sphere 
Paperbacks, London, Praeger, New York, 1967), p. 19. 
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All missionaries had been expelled by 1954 and became leaders in spreading 

Western perspectives on China. They were firmly convinced that they had done a 

good job for the Chinese people. They had established schools, hospitals and other 

benevolent institutions. They believed they deserved much of the credit for stamping 

out such vile practices as foot-binding.  

Perspectives of China among Catholics were generally highly negative. The PRC 

was not prepared to allow a foreign prelate, the Pope, to exercise control over Chinese 

Catholics and, in particular, to make appointments in the Chinese Catholic Church. In 

mid-1958, the Pope actually condemned the Church of the Catholic Patriotic 

Association, established in 1957, and declared its bishops invalid.  

Westerners tended strongly to regard the freedom of religion enshrined in the 

Chinese Constitution as fraudulent. Perspectives on repression against religion and the 

hypocrisy of constitutional guarantees included not only Christianity but also 

Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism. The Western belief was that the Communists 

were trying to crush not only Christian civilization but even their own Chinese 

tradition, embodied in its great religions. 

When I went to China with my wife in 1964 to teach at Beiwai we were both 

Catholics. At the interview at the Chinese Embassy in London (on which see Chapter 

3), we mentioned this fact, believing it best to be open about our religion rather than 

disguising it and having it discovered when we got to China. Those who interviewed 

us were completely unconcerned. When we said we were Catholics, they replied 

simply: ‘there are churches’.5 

Although the Chinese Catholic Church was no longer in communion with Rome, 

there were some mostly old Belgian nuns who still lived in the centre of Beijing. At 

the chapel in their convent a Chinese priest said Mass every Sunday, heard 

confessions and undertook other religious duties and ceremonies. My wife and I 

regularly attended Mass there. Our eldest son Stephen was born in February 1965 and 

we soon took him to the church, where he was baptized by a Chinese priest. Since 

there was no Australian diplomatic representation at the time, we also had his birth 

registered at the British chargé d’affaires office, which represented Australian 

interests and undertook some Australian consular duties. 

                                                 
5 See Mackerras and Hunter, China Observed, p. 1. 
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We did not see the Belgian nuns much apart from the weekly visit to their chapel. 

They mainly served Catholics in the embassies and among foreigners like my wife 

and me. They also ran a school for the children of diplomats. In the few dealings we 

did have with them, we found them friendly, kind and generous, but cautious. My 

wife recalls that the old abbess commented during one such encounter that she wished 

the diplomats could get on as well with each other as their children did. However, 

shortly after we left China in August 1966, I saw a newspaper report that they had 

been forced to leave and one of them had died of a heart attack.  

My wife and I occasionally went to Mass in other churches. In Beijing, there is a 

famous church called Nantang ‘Southern Cathedral’. This beautiful building in 

Baroque style was built in 1904, but it is on the same site as a chapel dating from 

1605, and a much larger church completed in 1652. The original was beside the home 

of the famous Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), a member of the Society of Jesus or Jesuits, 

who introduced his religion to China in the late Ming. In 1965 my wife attended the 

midnight Mass for Christmas in this church. She recalls that it was packed with 

people, with the men sitting on one side of the church, the women on the other. 

When the Cultural Revolution started in August 1966 I was still in China. Before 

leaving the next month, I tried to visit several churches and Buddhist temples. I found 

all of them closed and sometimes with insulting posters on the outside accusing them 

of reactionary views and activities. Reports of ransacking of churches, temples and 

mosques were frequent.  

So how far did my impressions tally with the peerspectives cited earlier in this 

section? I remember being surprised at how active both Buddhists and Christians 

were, not to mention Muslims. On the other hand, I was personally distressed that 

none of the Catholics could be in communion with Rome. The fact that the Nantang 

was so well patronized gave the impression of a vibrant church. But none of our 

colleagues at the Institute was openly Christian and I did not press them in talking 

about such matters. It was easy for the Western media to paint the fact that one of the 

Belgian nuns had died of a heart attack to show how awful the Chinese were and how 

oppressive their regime was towards Catholics. Most of the reports about damage to 

religious buildings or even destruction of them during the Cultural Revolution turned 

out in the main to be accurate. 

My conclusion is that the general Western image at the time of unmitigated 

repression of religion, especially Christianity, could apply to the Cultural Revolution 
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period, but not to the years before that. Until the Cultural Revolution began, we saw 

no sign of any attempt to suppress religion altogether. What we did see were attempts 

to control religion, and to ensure that it was not used against the Chinese state. I think 

it worth pointing out that such a policy was very much in line with past Chinese 

history. If one were to put the matter the other way around and ask whether the United 

States at that time would have welcomed Chinese, or anybody else for that matter, 

trying to promote Maoist ideology, the answer would most certainly have been no. In 

one view of liberal philosophy, that is no justification for any restriction on religion. 

However, it is legitimate to draw the conclusion that the Western perspective on  

religion, and especially Christianity, in China was unduly influenced by politics. 

Christianity had become associated with a defeated foreign imperialism. 

 

The Reform Period 

 

In Chapter 5 I noted that, in strategic terms, the rising China might be both able and 

willing to challenge Western hegemony. Ironically, the main socio-cultural yardstick 

for the measurement of China’s progress since the late 1970s appears to be the extent 

to which it is prepared to adopt Western practices and values, what one might call 

Westernization. The CCP and China’s leaders have often stated the goal of 

modernization, but Westerners and many others tend to elide modernization and 

Westernization and to think of the main Western countries as having started and 

developed modernity and still being frontrunners in spreading it around the world. 

The fact that China is well on the road to modernization, especially in the cities, is a 

very positive perspective. 

In the eyes of most Westerners, modern people tend very strongly to be 

consumers. The growth of consumerism in the reform period is a very prominent 

Western perspective on China. This growth expresses itself in many lifestyle ways. 

These include the introduction, spread and popularity of fast-food chains originating 

in the United States, as well as Western styles in shopping malls, coffee shops and 

fashion. Modernization, consumerism, capitalism and Westernization are all 

intimately linked. These have all affected China’s urban society and lifestyle greatly. 

The West sees its own reflection in these processes and patterns. 

There is another side to this kind of image, namely the role of tradition. Chapter 5 

gave some emphasis to the role of tourists in image formulation. Among the many 
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types of tourism is that by people wishing to experience authentic traditional culture. 

In contrast to Chinese tourists, who tend to judge things on how modern they are, 

many from the West wish to be able to say that they have seen the real thing, the 

genuine article.6 What is striking about these visitors is that they are interested less in 

modernization than in tradition. It is true that modern comforts, hotels and 

transportation add to the pleasure of such tourism, but young backpackers often also 

seek the genuinely traditional in preference to the modern. China has increasingly 

provided tourist sites that focus on traditional culture. Although some Western visitors 

are unimpressed with what they see as a false attempt to recreate the past in an 

attractive format, most are satisfied enough with their experiences that one can validly 

see this kind of heritage tourism as providing a positive socio-cultural perspective on 

China. 

 

Soft power 

 

One of the most striking developments in the first decade of the twenty-first century is 

the way the Chinese state has stepped up its involvement in trying to improve Western 

perspectives on China. It is a small part of a much more general range of initiatives 

that aims to increase China’s world-wide influence, especially cultural. These 

initiatives are often collectively described as ‘soft power’. 

The term was first coined by Harvard University’s Joseph Nye in 1990, and can 

be defined as power based on suasion or attraction. Nye distinguishes it from military 

or hard power, which relies on coercion, and also from economic power, which 

derives from inducement.7 CCP General-Secretary Hu Jintao used the term at the 

Seventeenth Congress in 2007 when he called on the Chinese people to ‘enhance 

culture as part of the soft power of our country’.8 Obviously, China’s soft power has 

entered China’s set of goals in the twenty-first century. 

One of the initiatives aimed at enhancing soft power is the establishment of 

Confucius Institutes. These bodies are sponsored by the Office of Chinese Language 

                                                 
6 See Pál Nyíri, Scenic Spots, Chinese Tourism, the State, and Cultural Authority (University of 
Washington Press, Seattle and London, 2006), p. 80. 
7 See J.S. Nye, Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics (Public Affairs, New York, 2004), 
p. 2. 
8 Hu Jintao, ‘Full text of Hu Jintao's Report at 17th Party Congress’ (15 October 2007), ‘VII. 
Promoting Vigorous Development and Prosperity of Socialist Culture’, web version at 
http://www.aboutxinjiang.com/topic/content/2011-06/27/content_5925466_8.htm. 
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Council International (Hanban), which is affiliated with the Chinese Ministry of 

Education, and they aim to spread knowledge and awareness of Chinese language and 

culture. The first Confucius Institute opened in 2004, in Seoul, but since then they 

have been established all over the world. As of July 2013, there were 327 Confucius 

Institutes in 93 countries and regions with many located in Western countries, the 

number in the United States being over 70. 

There has been some controversy in the West about the Confucius Institutes. 

Some have accused them of being no more than propaganda arms of the Chinese 

government planted in universities, and hence dangerous.9 However, it is notable that 

many other countries invest government money into overseas organizations that 

promote national culture and language, examples including France with Alliance 

Française, and Germany with the Goethe Institute. In my opinion China is doing what 

is natural for a major emerging power. It is rational and appealing to call them after a 

famous and well regarded ancient Chinese cultural figure, in the West and elsewhere 

the most famous Chinese who ever lived. One scholar has aptly written that ‘the 

actual influence and benefits China derives from this project are currently limited to 

shaping preferences in language learning and attitudes towards China’.10 Even that 

would acknowledge a worthwhile role for Confucius Institutes as a formulator of 

images. 

There have been numerous other initiatives aimed at spreading China’s messages 

internationally. In a variety of ways China has expanded the international reach of its 

media by creating new overseas editions of People’s Daily and upgrading its 

newswire Xinhua.11 One very important initiative was to establish the multilingual 

China Network Television, officially launched at the end of 2009. It is a national web-

based television broadcaster and offers interactive audiovisual services and television 

programmes. 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
9 See the discussion in Lionel M. Jensen, China In and Beyond the Headlines (Rowman and Littlefield, 
Lanham, Maryland, 2012). 
10 Jeffrey Gil, ‘China’s Confucius Institute Project: Language and Soft Power in World Politics’, 
Global Studies Journal, vol. 2, no. 1 (2009), p. 59. 
11 See Joshua Kurlantzick, Charm Offensive, How China’s Soft Power Is Transforming the World (Yale 
University Press, New Haven and London, 2007), pp. 63-5. 

http://gsj.cgpublisher.com/product/pub.184/prod.76
http://gsj.cgpublisher.com/product/pub.184/prod.77
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Family, women  

 

Just as modernization and consumerism have become part of the framework for 

perspectives on China in the reform period, they have to some extent replaced issues 

like equality and revolution in perspectives on family and women. Yet perspectives 

on inequality persist and a particularly strong one, involving many social and other 

phenomena, is that things are not as good in the countryside as in the cities. Feudal 

and backward practices survive in the rural areas long after they have disappeared or 

been suppressed in the cities. One major study argued that the patrilineal family 

system in the countryside had been able to retain enough ideological power and 

influence over individuals to slow down or stop family reforms that the state had 

successfully implemented in the cities.12 And though the ancient custom of arranged 

marriages, in which the young couple had no say in the choice of their partner, has 

more or less disappeared in the cities, it is far from dead in the countryside, even if 

not as widespread as it once was. 

In Western images, change in family matters is slow. Yet, in the twenty-first 

century, the overall image of the family in China is that, for all the problems, it is 

quite a bit freer than it used to be and likely to become more so with time. Most 

Westerners would accept the verdict of a textbook on Chinese society that ‘young 

Chinese men and women enjoy much more freedom in selecting mates than their 

parents’.13 Attitudes towards sexuality have loosened considerably, with sex before 

marriage far commoner than in the past, in spite of the greater moral responsibility 

society lays on women than men in sexual matters. Divorce is much easier than it 

used to be, both for women and men, though rates are well below those in Western 

countries. Despite continuing social and official hostility, even homosexuality is 

gradually becoming ‘more visible in some urban areas’.14 

Women are obviously included in the family images suggested above. Turning to 

images applying specifically to the female sex in the early reform period, we see for a 

start that they no longer included the austere and unattractive dress that characterized 

the revolutionary woman of the Mao period. Instead, Chinese women were becoming 

                                                 
12 Margery Wolf, Revolution Postponed: Women in Contemporary China (Stanford University Press, 
Stanford, 1985), p. 235. 
13 Xiaowei Zang, ‘Family and Marriage’, in Xiaowei Zang (ed.), Understanding Chinese Society 
(Routledge, London and New York, 2011), p. 40. 
14 Jieyu Liu, ‘Gender and Sexuality’, in Zang (ed.), Understanding Chinese Society, p. 59. 
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consumers and, ‘especially the younger ones, … quickly adopting new values and 

Western ideas’.15 They dressed attractively, and that includes women wishing to rise 

in society. They still expected to hold jobs, just as before, but in a way Westerners 

could understand, because similar to what had been happening in their own societies. 

There were – and are – less positive images. For instance, along with the greater 

freedom and consumerism of society, there was revival of the commercialization of 

sex. This takes expression in a range of ways, such as pictures of half-naked women 

on advertising billboards.  

The most prominent example is prostitution which ‘represents the ultimate 

commercialization of sex’.16 Dubbed the world’s oldest profession, there is nothing 

surprising or shocking about this, except in the context that the CCP had claimed to 

eliminate it under Mao. However, the commercialization of sex can hardly be a 

positive perspective. One book its back cover bills on the back cover as ‘an excellent 

resource for university students of Chinese society’ claims that ‘the growth of 

commercial sexual services in China has been tightly tied to the expansion of business 

entertaining’. This means a link also with corruption because businesspeople curry 

favour with the right officials not so much through bribery, which can be very 

dangerous, but through offering visits to massage parlours, which might double up as 

brothels.17  

There were also revivals of really appalling practices, such as the buying and 

selling of women. Well-known journalist Sheryll WuDunn wrote of an instance of 

this, in which a peasant had bought a woman from a hoodlum in exchange for a calf, 

then treated her badly enough that she shortly died.18 The low sex ratio resulting from 

the one-child-per-couple policy, mentioned in Chapter 7, has meant that the 

trafficking of women to provide wives for men who miss out in the marriage market 

has come back strongly. Mara Hvistendahl’s research found Vietnam a popular source 

for brides trafficked to quite a few countries in the region, including China.  She also 

                                                 
15 Susan H. C. Tai and Jackie L. M. Tam, ‘A Lifestyle Analysis of Female Consumers in Greater 
China’, Psychology & Marketing, Psychology & Marketing, vol. 14, no. 3 (May 1997), p. 287. 
16 See Tamara Jacka, Andrew B. Kipnis and Sally Sargeson, Contemporary China, Society and Social 
Change (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, New York, 2013), p. 55.  
17 Jacka, Kipnis and Sargeson, Contemporary China, p. 56. 
18 Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn, China Wakes, The Struggle for the Soul of a Rising Power 
(Vintage Books, Random House, New York, 1995), p. 212. 
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claims that since most Chinese men cannot afford to go abroad, they ‘seek wives from 

impoverished regions within their own borders’.19 

In the early reform period, there were several scholarly works on the impact of the 

CCP on the status of women, written from one of the feminist standpoints that had 

gained considerable influence in Western universities and elsewhere. Their overall 

thrust was to belittle or deny the improvements that had taken place for women in the 

PRC to that time. Probably the best known of these was by Marjorie Wolf. Entitled 

Revolution Postponed it argued that the reform policies had been against the interests 

of women, who had been asked yet again to stand aside in the interests of the nation 

as a whole. The women’s revolution had been postponed by a male-dominated CCP.20 

Another landmark in perspectives on women was the Fourth United Nations 

World Conference on Women held in Beijing in 1995 and the simultaneous non-

governmental conference on women in nearby Huairou. These, and especially the 

first, were immensely important meetings. The United Nations Conference issued 

numerous statements from governments around the world and a blueprint for the 

future. However, for the West, the person who stole the show was the United States 

first lady Mrs Hillary Clinton, who declared: ‘If there is one message that echoes forth 

from this conference, it is that human rights are women's rights . . . And women's 

rights are human rights’.21  

As for Western images flowing from the Conferences, there were some very 

positive responses. A very good example was from Laurence Brahm, a social activist 

already mentioned in Chapter 6. He wrote as follows: 

 

The World Conference on Women held in Beijing in 1995 brought with it a 

few questions for the West. Delegates went to China ready to make the point 

that Western women had been liberated and that they had something to teach 

their communist sisters in China. It was a big surprise for more than a few to 

realise that China is the equal of Western nations on this issue—this is even 

more remarkable considering that China's feudal traditions (eg, foot binding and 

concubinage) continued into the first half of this century. 
                                                 
19 Mara Hvistendahl, Unnatural Selection: Choosing Boys over Girls, and the Consequences of a 
World Full of Men (PublicAffairs, New York, 2011), p. 166. 
20 Wolf, Revolution Postponed, especially p. 26.  
21 Hillary Rodham Clinton, ‘First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton Remarks for the United Nations Fourth 
World Conference on Women Beijing, China, September 5, 1995, feminist.com, 
http://www.feminist.com/resources/artspeech/inter/hill.htm  
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While Western women may be more liberated in the sense of sexual equality, 

and the degree of free sex that is acceptable in Western society is still somewhat 

discouraged in China, no-one at the Conference was in a position to criticise the 

advances made by women in Chinese society, in both the business and political 

spheres.22 

 

Brahm cited figures supporting the claims of progress in the job market and in 

positions of power. He also praised the extent of gender equality in urban Chinese 

families. 

However, another very strong image was to use the Congress as the excuse to 

report on various human rights abuses, including female slavery and women treated 

merely as commodities.23 Also, appalling conditions in orphanages received enough 

profile in the Western media to create a highly unfavourable image, at least for a time. 

The children suffering due to the poor conditions in the orphanages were mostly girls, 

because the one-child-per-couple policy discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 ensured that 

unwanted children were female. 

And yet, despite the persistence of some extremely negative perspectives like the 

trafficking of women for men who cannot find wives, the status and treatment of 

women is dominantly a positive image for China in the twenty-first century. Nicholas 

Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn, the Pulitzer Prize-winning husband-and-wife journalist 

team, have been cited a couple of times in these pages, including with some quite 

serious criticisms of China and the status of women there. In the twenty-first century 

they have declared the oppression of women and girls in the developing world our 

era’s most pervasive human rights violation and become powerful activists in this 

cause, but given China credit for achievements. They have promoted their view in a 

best-selling book published in 2009 that adopts Mao’s slogan about women holding 

up half the sky as its title. What is most striking to me is that the dust jacket gives 

China very high marks for its attitude towards women: ‘Countries such as China have 

                                                 
22 Laurence J. Brahm, China as No 1, The New Superpower Takes Centre Stage (Butterworth-
Heinemann Asia, Singapore, 1996), p. 53. 
23 For examples, see Seth Faison, ‘Women as Chattel: In China, Slavery Rises’, New York Times, 6 
September 1995, http://www.nytimes.com/1995/09/06/world/women-as-chattel-in-china-slavery-
rises.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm. 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/09/06/world/women-as-chattel-in-china-slavery-rises.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/09/06/world/women-as-chattel-in-china-slavery-rises.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm
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prospered precisely because they emancipated women and brought them into the 

formal economy’.24 

Research carried out in the first decade of the twenty-first century conveys a 

similar image of improvement and greater economic participation for women. From 

2003 to 2005, one scholar working at the University of Sydney carried out interviews 

with various groups of women involved with private commerce, and concluded as 

follows: 

 

Gender inequality still exists in aspects of education, employment and political 

participation, as well as within families. Nonetheless, the circumstances 

surrounding a specific group of women – those in enterprise ownership and 

leadership, especially within the private sector of the economy – seems to 

indicate that some women have played, are playing and are more than likely to 

play a significant and increasing role in China’s economic reform, even as 

unacknowledged or de-emphasized.25 

 

Perhaps the most positive of all perspectives of women in the PRC applies to a 

particular individual, namely Peng Liyuan, the wife of President and Party General-

Secretary Xi Jinping. Before Xi Jinping’s ascension to the highest offices in the 

country, Peng Liyuan was probably more famous than he as a well-loved singer. She 

is the first high-profile wife of the country’s top leader since Jiang Qing, who got to 

be hated and despised by just about everybody. Her international reputation for ‘soft 

power’ is high, including in the West, a prime illustration being her appointment as 

World Health Organisation Goodwill Ambassador for HIV/Aids and tuberculosis in 

June 2011. 

In terms of Western perspectives on China, she has brought a totally different and 

more positive view of the wives of senior leaders, and with it a new kind of 

international diplomacy. One highly influential magazine has commented as follows: 

 

On his first foreign trip as president, Xi traveled with his wife Peng Liyuan—

and she arguably stole the show. Domestic and foreign press cooed over her 
                                                 
24 Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn, Half the Sky: Turning Oppression to Opportunity for 
Women Worldwide (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 2009), cited on the book jacket. 
25 Minglu Chen, Tiger Girls, Women and Enterprises in the People’s Republic of China (Routledge, 
London and New York, 2011), p. 180. 
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slimly fitted black trench coat and blue scarf (in Moscow), her white silk skirt-

suit with upright collar (in Dar Es Salaam), her green and gold Mandarin coat 

with front-clasping hooks (in Pretoria). The 50-year-old Peng, still girlishly 

slender with cherubic cheeks, was quickly likened to Michelle Obama and Kate 

Middleton.26 

 

 It is quite unprecedented for the wife of China’s president to invite favourable 

comparisons with celebrities like the wives of the US president or of the Queen of 

England’s grandson. It is a positive image for China like no other. For Michelle 

Obama not to meet her when Peng visited California with her husband in June 2013 

was more a commentary on the American than the Chinese president’s wife. 

In 2013 Peng Liyuan made it to several celebrity lists. These included Forbes list 

of the 100 most powerful women. Most significantly, she made it to Vanity Fair’s 

2013 International Best Dressed List. Even more striking, Michelle Obama was not 

included in the list.27 In terms of images there can be few greater victories for China 

than this and the Western media was suitably impressed.   

 

Personal impressions of family and women 

 

My personal impressions of family and women during the reform period confirm the 

perspectives on change and overall improvement discussed in the preceding section. 

Certainly my experience has been overwhelmingly in the cities, but what I have seen 

and heard of the countryside suggests that conditions for women have also improved 

there. Though traditions inimical to women’s interests are proving quite tenacious, 

and especially in the countryside, change flowing from modernization has occurred, 

even accelerated, everywhere.  

Among the students I have taught in China since the 1980s, the most obvious 

change is the predominance of women. This has grown more and more pronounced. 

My classes in the first decade of the twenty-first century have been mostly (in one 

                                                 
26 Christina Larson, ‘Meeting Peng Liyuan, China’s First First Lady’, Bloomberg Businessweek, Global 
Economics, 5 June 2013, web version at http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-05/meeting-
peng-liyuan-chinas-first-first-lady. 
27 Michelle FlorCruz, ‘China’s First Lady Peng Liyuan Makes 2013 International Best Dressed List, 
Michelle Obama Doesn’t’, International Business Times, 11 August 2013, web version at 
http://www.ibtimes.com/chinas-first-lady-peng-liyuan-makes-2013-international-best-dressed-list-
michelle-obama-doesnt. 
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case entirely) female, with the young women on the whole more confident than I 

remember in the old days and much more open in expressing views, including those 

differing from the government’s. However, they are more respectful towards their 

elders and would, for instance, probably be more inclined to obey their parents’ veto 

over choice of spouse than in the West. Former students have suggested that they 

need their parents’ approval of a spouse selection before making their own final 

decision. 

The idea that gender determines many family and social functions is common in 

all societies. In China Marxism began to undermine this notion under Mao, because it 

puts a bigger emphasis on culture and society in determining behaviour than gender or 

anything one might associate with ‘human nature’. Marxist ideas have exercised 

considerable influence on feminism in the West, with the result that gender divisions 

of labour or function have increasingly been seen as unnecessary or harmful. It is my 

impression that in China, the direction is retreat from Marxist modes of thinking, with 

the result that the notion of human nature is again quite acceptable as justification for 

divisions of labour and function by gender. Although modernizing influence means 

that women readily rise in society even to senior positions, Chinese people seem 

unashamed to acknowledge that men and women have different skills and strengths. 

Women are better at learning languages, so the theory goes, which means that it is 

natural that in a languages university there should be more women in the student body 

and even the staff. I have often been told that women are better teachers than men, 

because they are more patient, so teacher training colleges tend to have more women. 

The opposite might be so in an engineering, science or mathematics school. 

Government units usually appoint men and women on a completely equal basis. 

On the other hand, businesses are often quite explicit that they want a male, and tell 

female applicants that they will only get the job if no suitable man can be found. The 

rationale is that a woman may inconvenience the company if she has a baby and by 

nature may be less committed to the company and more to her family than a man. 

This kind of thinking is on the decline in China but remains more acceptable there 

than in some Western countries, where it might be considered discrimination and thus 

illegal.  

Some Westerners conclude from factors of this sort that China is still backward in 

terms of gender equality by comparison with the West. However, I recall one 

American woman being very impressed with the fact that a technician was female, 
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whereas her experience at home was that workers in this category were always men. 

Overall, my impressions concerning family and gender in China in the reform period 

are very close indeed to Laurence Brahm’s views cited above. 

 

Religion and traditional thinking 

 

The dominant Western perspective on religion in China during the reform period is 

that it still suffers from state control and persecution but has nevertheless revived 

enormously. Official statements issued by the United States on human rights usually 

highlight religious repression. Christianity still gets the most attention, but several 

others have a very high profile, including Falungong, Tibetan Buddhism and Islam. 

These last two will be considered in the chapter on the ethnic minorities.  

For Christianity, the underground churches that exist independent of the 

government but relying on foreign bibles and other support gain favourable attention 

in the West, while any attempt to silence or shut them down counts as human rights 

abuse and is condemned. The still powerful missionary influence in the West, 

especially the United States, ensures that positive perspectives are mostly confined to 

inflated, or in any case large, numbers of followers of the underground churches. In 

the United States political personalities or celebrities frequently condemn China for 

repression of religion, although this is less common in other Western countries.  

There is a widespread view that large numbers of Chinese still prefer the Western 

religion, Christianity, to any ideology the Chinese government can offer. This applies 

especially to Protestants. One Western authority writing in a scholarly journal wrote 

in 2003: ‘Today, on any given Sunday there are almost certainly more Protestants in 

church in China than in all of Europe’.28 

Buddhism counts in the religious revival that has generally swept China in the 

reform period, as well as in the negative West perspectives on repression. However, 

other than Tibetan Buddhism, its profile is far lower than Christianity’s because of the 

lack of links with the West and its missionaries. This is despite its being the most 

important institutional religion in China, with 200,000 monks and nuns of the total 

300,000 recognized religious clergy at the end of the twentieth century.29 One caveat 

                                                 
28 Daniel H. Bays, ‘Chinese Protestant Christianity Today’, The China Quarterly, no. 174 (June 2003), 
p. 488. 
29 See Yunfeng Lu, ‘Religious Influence in China’, in Zang, Understanding Chinese Society, p. 133. 
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is that these figures include the separately covered Tibetan Buddhism, which certainly 

does have a high profile in the West.  

A Chinese tradition to have received significant coverage is Confucianism. I call it 

‘tradition’ rather than ‘religion’ because there is a strong school of thought that denies 

it is really a religion, but this controversy is not germane to the present discussion. 

Attitudes of harmony and moderation that we can associate with Confucianism, as 

well as the ability to live in large groups or collectives with comparatively little 

friction had already entered Western perspectives on China in the 1980s.  

In the twenty-first century, there are frequent reports of the full-scale revival of 

Confucianism, either as a rival to communism or as a companion ideology that has 

real and generally beneficial roots in Chinese tradition. According to Daniel Bell, 

perhaps the most prominent Western writer on Confucianism in contemporary 

China,30 the government promoted emphasis on ‘harmony’ and the ‘harmonious 

society’ comes directly from Confucius. He sees this officially sanctioned new 

Confucianism as a generally positive force that buttresses family ethics and filial 

piety, having considerable support within society. However, one of Bell’s main 

conclusions is quite controversial. Although he sees it as replacing the status-quo 

communism, he is also insistent that a Confucian future for China ‘won't look like 

Western-style liberal democracy’.31 As we have seen in discussions of politics and of 

the future, this is an image directly opposed to the aspirations of the prevailing 

ideology in the West. 

Another religion or quasi-religion to impact significantly on Western perspectives 

on China in the reform period is the Falungong. Founded in 1992, it was banned as a 

heretical sect (xiejiao) in 1999. Meanwhile, its leader Li Hongzhi had gone to New 

York in 1998, and has been living there ever since. In the guise of defender of 

religious freedom and human rights, the American authorities protect him against any 

attempt to force him to return to China. The overall result is that Falungong has 

become a political issue that makes its followers able to exert a far greater impact on 

Western perspectives on China than their overall importance would warrant.  

                                                 
30 Bell has written extensively on Confucianism in contemporary China, especially China’s New 
Confucianism: Politics and Everyday Life in a Changing Society (Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, 2008). 
31 Daniel A. Bell, ‘China’s Leaders Rediscover Confucianism’, New York Times, 14 September 2006, 
web version at http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/14/opinion/14iht-edbell.2807200.html. 
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Falungong has been the source of many highly negative perspectives on China. 

Westerners generally do not have much time for sects, but its proponents have 

succeeded in presenting it as a harmless form of spiritual exercise. Moreover, 

Falungong followers are very active indeed in portraying their own case as an 

example of religious persecution and in accusing China of many extreme forms of 

human rights abuse. Falungong runs a multi-language newspaper called Epoch Times, 

which has wide circulation, including being available free on the streets of New York 

and elsewhere, and attacks China and its government strongly and consistently.  

 

Perspectives on the Internet 

 

Chapter 5 included discussion of the role of the Internet in formulating Western 

perspectives on China and stated that the proportion of populations using the Internet 

was greater in the developed world than anywhere else. Here, Western perspectives 

on the Internet in China come under discussion. Although China is well behind the 

United States in Internet penetration, it has become the world’s front-runner in 

absolute terms. The number has been growing rapidly for quite a few years, though 

the rate of increase has tended to slow.  

According to the China Internet Network Information Center, which is a non-

profit organization with ties to the Chinese government, the number of Internet users 

in China at the end of December 2011 was 513 million. This was 38.3 per cent of the 

total population, 4 per cent more than a year before. The proportion of the United 

States population using the Internet at the same time was 78.2 per cent.32 

There are essentially three places where netizens access the Internet: at home, in 

Internet cafés and at work. The first Internet cafés were established in the mid-1990s, 

and the proportion of netizens using them tended to rise, at least down to the end of 

the first decade of the twenty-first century, the percentage being about 3 in 1999 but 

about 42 in January 2009.33 Netizens tend strongly to be young, just over 50 per cent 

being 24 or under in 2007, and only 1 per cent over 60.34 

In the West there are three main perspectives on the Internet as it exists in China. 

                                                 
32 Michael Kan, ‘China’s Internet Users Cross 500 Million’, PCWorld.in, 17 January 2012, at 
http://www.pcworld.in/news/chinas-internet-users-cross-500-million-61392012. 
33 See Helen Sun, Internet Policy in China, A Field Study of Internet Cafés (Rowman & Littlefield, 
Lanham, 2010), p. 201. 
34 Sun, Internet Policy, p. 226. 
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The first is that China is a modern, globalized and keyed-in society. It has 

undergone an ‘information revolution’. ‘As a medium’, writes one authority, ‘the 

Internet exemplifies the borderless world of globalization’.35 Here is the totally 

amazing phenomenon of a society so recently backward, and still with vast areas of 

poverty, where the number of people having access to this modern and global 

phenomenon has grown with extreme speed in a very short time. It is, in Western 

perspectives and by any standard, an extraordinarily impressive achievement. 

Teaching in China many times during this period, I was very struck by how 

quickly the students I taught dived into the cyber space of the Internet. In the 1990s 

only few had access to their own computer, but by the end of the first decade of the 

twenty-first century, virtually all did. Not only that, but more and more had their own 

mobile telephones, including those through which they used the Internet. They 

certainly could teach me a thing or two, and I quite often had to appeal to them to 

teach me the intricacies of the modern communication technologies. 

The second main view is that the Internet has vastly broadened the scope and 

freedom of information available to the people, especially the youth. The following 

quotation comes from a general study of Chinese culture published by one of the 

Western world’s most prestigious and influential publishers. 

 

The most important role of the Internet in China is as an alternative news 

medium. The Internet creates a new press, which links to the global 

communications network. It crosses the boundaries between the state-owned, 

centralized press and the commercially oriented local press, and between 

international press and national press.36 

 

And along with this globalization ― being keyed into the world ― came an 

enormous increase in freedom. The Internet in China implies what one writer calls 

‘technologies of freedom in a statist society’.37 The Chinese netizens have become 

enthusiastic bloggers. They offer views on a very wide range of issues, sometimes 

                                                 
35 Liu Kang, ‘Media Boom and Cyber Culture: Television and the Internet in China’, in Kam Louie 
(ed.), The Cambridge Guide to Modern Chinese Culture (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2008), p. 330. 
36 Liu, ‘Media Boom and Cyber Culture’, p. 331. 
37 Jack Linchuan Qiu, ‘The Internet in China: Technologies of Freedom in a Statist Society’, in Manuel 
Castells (ed.), The Network Society, A Cross-Cultural Perspective (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 
Northampton, MA, 2004), pp. 99-124. 
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expressing opinions very much at variance with the government’s, in a way that 

would have been impossible in earlier times.  

Despite this freedom, the third main Western perspective on the Internet in China 

is censorship. It was not long after the Internet began that Western reports of 

government involvement began, with attempts to control the Internet. Given the 

globalized nature of the Internet, many wondered whether it was really possible to 

censor the Internet to the extent the Chinese government appeared to consider 

necessary. The best known single incident relevant to this matter was when Google 

withdrew from the Chinese mainland in March 2010 claiming it was refusing to 

cooperate with Chinese government censors. The bulk of the Western media took 

Google’s side in the controversy that led up to the withdrawal, claiming the issue as 

one of human rights and free speech. One prominent journalist stated that groupings 

in the United States both from the right and left were ‘united by a belief that their 

concerns over China’s human-rights and free-speech constraints have been buried in a 

rush to online profit.’38  

It is my strong impression talking to Westerners of all kinds, especially young 

ones, that the image of government control or censorship of the Internet in China is 

both powerful and very negative. Many people, including those otherwise quite 

positive about China and its achievements, tell me that they consider it very 

unfortunate that the Chinese government blocks websites and information available in 

the West and most of the rest of the world. So while the image of the modern society 

far freer than before and better integrated in information with the global society is 

strong and positive, there is still the negative that there is a point beyond which the 

government blocks this integration. 

 

Film images  

 

We now turn from a consideration of an important form of media to an aspect of 

cultural presentation, namely film. It is actually related to the Internet, because 

nowadays film is typically downloaded from the Internet, whether legally or not. The 

approach here is somewhat different from the previous section. We are considering 

                                                 
38 Michael Wines, ‘Far-Ranging Support for Google’s China Move’, New York Times, 14 January 
2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/15/world/asia/15china.html. 
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not perspectives on Chinese films for what they suggest about China, as was the 

approach in discussing the Internet, but what Western films show about China. 

The whole area of the arts and images derived from them is a gigantic one. The 

opera Nixon in China, about the United States President’s 1972 visit, shows Zhou 

Enlai as a visionary and humane diplomat, Mao Zedong as a fine philosopher, and 

Jiang Qing as a screeching, cruel bitch, but does not merit further analysis here. This 

is because the opera is not set in the period under discussion in this section, even 

though premiered then, specifically in 1987. There are Western paintings, plays and 

items belonging to other genres that can be analysed and interpreted to show 

interesting and relevant Western perspectives on China. Most of these are somewhat 

elite art. They may still be excellent, even great, art, but for perspectives on China 

may be less important than what targets a mass audience.  

As reflection of perspectives held among large populations cinema is the most 

important genre. We are faced here again with an enormous field. Films can show 

political or specific images. In Chapter 4 the film Red Corner came under discussion 

for what it shows about perspectives on Chinese politics and law, and the chapter on 

ethnic minorities will appeal to others of the same genre. A particularly influential and 

popular category is films based on martial arts, or gongfu. The year 2008 saw the 

release of the action-packed computer-animated film Kung fu Panda, which was 

certainly widely enough shown and appreciated to be called image-formulating. It is 

generally a very positive image of China. However, because it is actually set in 

ancient China, it does not really fall within the purview of this book. 

A film chosen instead as appropriate to represent cinema is the 2010 version of 

The Karate Kid, which was mostly filmed in Beijing in 2009 and is set in the present. 

The film follows several earlier American martial arts films and television series of 

the same name. The first of them, released in 1984, was set in the US, and tells an 

‘underdog’ story about a boy who clashes with a bully but learns to defend himself 

through the art of karate, which he learns from an Okinawan immigrant. 

The 2010 The Karate Kid is set almost entirely in Beijing and features 

magnificent scenes of beautiful old Beijing streets, the Forbidden City and the Great 

Wall. A twelve-year-old Afro-American boy Dre Parker (played by Jaden Smith) goes 

to live in China where his unemployed mother has found a job. He clashes with fellow 

students, who beat him up, but learns self-defence through martial arts from his 

apartment building’s handyman Mr Han (played by Jackie Chan) and also wins the 
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affection of a brilliant girl violinist. In the end he wins a major tournament in Beijing, 

the other finalist being the bully who formerly frightened him so much. 

The film proved very popular, especially among boys, and got generally good 

reviews, as well as doing very well at the box office. The Chinese government 

approved its filming in China, where it is called The Kung Fu Dream. It is most 

certainly image-formulating. 

So what kind of perspectives on China does it reveal? China is shown as a very 

magnificent and pretty tidy place, where the economy is doing well enough that black 

Americans can readily find jobs there, even when they face unemployment in the 

United States. The Chinese people are shown as very disciplined and obedient to 

authority, and the girl violinist as brilliant and hard-working, as well as generous. The 

whole point of the film is that the foreigners learn Chinese culture, and Dre speaks 

passable Chinese and attends a Chinese school (Beijing zhongxue), definitely not one 

just for foreigners. In the final scene the crowds are shown as very generous towards 

the Afro-American foreigner who has mastered their own form of martial arts. This is 

a particularly positive image, because there is a common feeling in the West that the 

Chinese look down on black people and are very vocal in supporting their own people 

in sporting competitions. And of course it is difficult to image anybody more positive 

than the ordinary handyman who is in fact a brilliant martial arts teacher. And who is 

more positive as an actor than the iconic Jackie Chan? 

Yet it seemed to me watching this film that it is not entirely positive about China. 

The bully is an ordinary Chinese boy. His teacher is shown as unnecessarily nasty and 

aggressive, emphasizing the dictum that one should show no mercy to an enemy and 

issuing an instruction as his student enters the ring for the final round that a good way 

to victory is to break the opponent’s legs.  

Quite obviously, the film is advocating that Americans and Chinese should regard 

each other as friends and Americans should try to understand Chinese culture. The 

images are overwhelmingly positive. However, there is also an underlying message 

that Americans should be wary as well, as China could be a bit dangerous. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The topics covered in this chapter include matters like the Internet and religion in 

which freedom is very important. In this aspect China still does not do well as 
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concerns Western perspectives. A survey taken mostly in spring 2008 among over 

24,000 people in 24 countries, including many Western ones, found that only 30 per 

cent of respondents believed the Chinese government respected the personal freedoms 

of its people.39 

Still, it is undeniable that the profile of Chinese culture has risen greatly over the 

past few decades, especially in the twenty-first century. Correspondingly Western 

perspectives on China in cultural terms have tended strongly to improve. Chinese 

government attempts to increase its ‘soft power’ appear to have met with some 

success and certainly raised China’s cultural influence overseas.  

And these improvements in perspectives extend beyond culture to society as well. 

There is a world of difference between the horrible image of the drab and oppressed 

labouring woman so common in the 1950s and 1960s and the benign one of the 

attractive female professional of the twenty-first century. And a celebrity image of the 

president’s wife, such as Peng Liyuan enjoys in the West, would have been quite 

impossible until the twenty-first century, and remains surprising even now. The West 

acknowledges even religion as far more active and less constricted than during the 

years when Mao was in power. 

As said in so many other places in this book, the realities themselves have indeed 

got better over time. But the better integration of China with the West has in some 

ways contributed to formulating better perspectives. The fact that Western people can 

so easily think of modernization, Westernization and globalization as all parts of the 

same thing makes politics help in the improvement of images. The different and much 

better image of the working woman that prevails in the reform period is due not only 

to what has developed in China but also to change in women’s lives in the West. 

At the same time, for socio-cultural images politics can also have the reverse, 

negative, effect. Western images on the Falungong have become worse than they 

would otherwise have been because its leader Li Hongzhi was able to shelter under 

American protection to attack his native country. The availability of the Falungong 

newspaper cost-free on the streets of New York cannot possibly do anything to 

improve images. The emphasis on Christianity in perspectives on religion when 
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Buddhism has far more adherents in China flows directly from the religious history of 

the West and the continuing influence and activities of the missionaries. 

Unlike preceding chapters, this one considers the whole PRC period together. It 

makes clear just how much Western perspectives on China have indeed improved in 

the reform period. At the same time, it brings out the strong limitations on the extent 

of this change by noting factors like perspectives on the Falungong and restrictions on 

the Internet. Though China is considerably freer than it was, the West generally thinks 

it should be much freer still. And it is appropriate to conclude this chapter by 

emphasizing again how strong the role of politics remains in the formulation of the 

way socio-cultural images have changed. 


